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Abstract: Aviation soot constitutes a significant threat to human well-being, underscoring the critical
importance of accurate measurements. The condensation particle counter (CPC) is the primary
instrument for quantifying aviation soot, with detection efficiency being a crucial parameter. The
properties of small particles and the symmetry of their growth pathways are closely related to
the detection efficiency of the CPC. In laboratory environments, sodium chloride is conventionally
utilized to calibrate the CPC’s detection efficiency. However, aviation soot exhibits distinctive
morphological characteristics compared to the calibration particles, leading to detection efficiencies
obtained from calibration particles that may not be applicable to aviation soot. To address this issue, a
quantitative study was performed to explore the detection efficiency deviations between aviation soot
and calibration particles. The experiment initially utilized a differential mobility analyzer to size select
the two types of polydisperse particles into monodisperse particles. Subsequently, measurements
of the separated particles were performed using the TSI Corporation’s aerosol electrometer and a
rigorously validated CPC (BH-CPC). These allowed for determining the detection efficiency deviation
in the BH-CPC for the two types of particles at different particle sizes. Furthermore, the influence
of the operating temperature of the BH-CPC on this detection efficiency deviation was investigated.
The experimental results indicate a significant detection efficiency deviation between aviation soot
and sodium chloride. In the range of 10–40 nm, the absolute detection efficiency deviation can reach
a maximum of 0.15, and the relative deviation can reach a maximum of 0.75. And this detection
efficiency deviation can be reduced by establishing a relevant relationship between the detection
efficiency of the operating temperature and the calibration temperature. Compared to the saturated
segment calibration temperature of 50 ◦C, the aviation soot detection efficiency is closer to the sodium
chloride detection efficiency at the calibration temperature of 50 ◦C when the saturated segment
operates at a temperature of 45 ◦C. These studies provide crucial theoretical guidance for enhancing
the precision of aviation soot emission detection and establish a foundation for future research in
monitoring and controlling soot emissions within the aviation sector.

Keywords: aviation soot; condensation particle counting; particle measurement; detection efficiency;
operating temperature

1. Introduction

Carbonaceous particles constitute the predominant constituents of pollutant emissions
from aviation engines [1]. Given the predominantly high-altitude operation of aviation
power systems, aviation soot plays a pivotal role as a major contributor to carbonaceous
particles present in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere [2]. These particles,
through their capacity to absorb and scatter sunlight, disrupt the radiation balance of the
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atmosphere, thus exerting a discernible influence on the Earth’s climate [3,4]. Furthermore,
significant particle emissions are generated during aircraft takeoff and landing, exacer-
bating pollution in the vicinity of airports and posing potential health hazards to human
populations [5]. Projections for the next two decades suggest a possible threefold increase in
air transport, intensifying these environmental problems [6]. In light of these circumstances,
precise quantification of the number concentration of carbonaceous particles emitted by
aviation is crucial for guiding regulatory and control measures.

Currently, the detection of aviation soot emissions is predominantly carried out using
condensation particle counters (CPCs) [7]. CPCs measure carbon soot particles, which
have undergone condensation-induced growth, through the utilization of light scattering.
The detection efficiency stands as a crucial parameter for CPCs, and its calibration is
performed within a laboratory environment. In a laboratory setting, Sakurai et al. [8]
calibrated the condensation particle counter using polystyrene spheres and extended the
traceability of the calibration concentration to 1 P/cm3. Krasa et al. [9] calibrated the
condensation particle counter using atomized inorganic salt particles and simplified the
calibration method through analysis. Hermann et al. [10] utilized sodium chloride particles
for calibrating the condensation particle counter under conditions involving both water
and butanol as working fluids. Wang X et al. [11] calibrated the condensation particle
counter using sodium chloride particles and assessed its performance in vehicle emission
detection. Liu P. S. K. and Deshler T. [12] calibrated the condensation particle counter
using sodium chloride particles and conducted a comparative analysis with a scanning
mobility particle sizer. In summary, CPC is commonly calibrated using sodium chloride in
laboratory experiments.

As the particle size decreases, the challenge of particle growth through condensation
to a detectable range becomes more pronounced, underscoring the critical importance of
detection efficiency for small-sized particles in CPCs. The symmetry of the condensation
section affects the flow field distribution of sheath gas and sample gas within the condensa-
tion section, subsequently influencing the condensation and growth of small particles. This
indicates a highly significant relationship between the design of the condensation section’s
symmetry and the particle detection efficiency of the CPC. Therefore, the research findings
presented in this paper, regarding the CPC detection efficiency and its influencing factors,
hold crucial guiding implications for the symmetry design of the CPC’s condensation
section. The detection efficiency of small particles is also profoundly influenced by the
inherent characteristics, including their morphology and chemical properties [13]. Aviation
soot exhibits distinct disparities compared with calibration particles (sodium chloride) due
to their irregular shapes and rough surfaces. This would impact the detection efficiency of
the CPC, resulting in a reduction in the accuracy of aviation soot measurements. Research
on the detection efficiency bias between these two types of particles is rare. In addressing
the aforementioned issues, this paper quantitatively determined the detection efficiency
deviation in different particles through experimental methods. Subsequently, the factors
influencing this deviation were investigated, leading to the identification of a method to
mitigate such discrepancies. These studies offer crucial theoretical guidance for enhanc-
ing the accuracy of detecting aviation soot emissions, laying the foundation for future
research focused on monitoring and controlling aviation emissions. This contributes to the
development of sustainable aviation practices.

2. Experimental System and Data Processing
2.1. Fundaments of Condensation Particle Counting

The condensation particle counter (CPC) functions on the principle of heterogeneous
condensation, which involves the enlargement of nanoscale particles to the micrometer
range before quantification. It consists of the optical particle counter and the particle
growth chamber, as shown in Figure 1. In the course of its operation, aerosol particles
are introduced into the particle growth chamber, where supersaturated vapor undergoes
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heterogeneous condensation on their surfaces, resulting in an augmentation of the particle
size. These enlarged particles are then quantified using the optical particle counter.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the structure of a condensation particle counter.

The optical particle counter is a device used for counting individual particles, operating
on the principle of light scattering. Figure 2 presents a schematic depiction of the optical
particle counter’s structure, primarily comprising an incident light unit, a scattered light
collection unit, and a signal processing circuit. During its functioning, a laser emits incident
light, which is precisely directed and focused by a lens to create a narrow laser beam.
As aerosol particles traverse this laser beam, the scatter light emits from the particles. A
fraction of the scattered light is captured by a reflector and reflected towards a photodetector.
The photodetector translates the light signal into an electrical current signal, which is
subsequently processed by the signal processing circuit. This circuit generates pulse signals,
which are then subjected to statistical analysis to ascertain the particle concentration [14].
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the structure of an optical particle counter.

Within a CPC, particle growth relies on the principle of heterogeneous condensation,
entailing nucleation and subsequent growth of particles through the utilization of dissimilar
substances as nuclei. This process transpires in a non-equilibrium state, with the presence
of mass transport effects [15]. When gradients exist within thermodynamic systems, such
as temperature or concentration gradients, the system departs from equilibrium. Important
factors contributing to this non-equilibrium state include particle surface roughness, surface
free energy, and vapor saturation.
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In a vapor-containing system, its non-equilibrium state can be characterized by the
saturation ratio (S), expressed as the ratio of partial pressure of vapor (PV) to the saturation
vapor pressure (Psat) at the system’s temperature. When S exceeds 1, the system enters
a supersaturated state. Conversely, when S falls below 1, the system transitions to a
subsaturated state, indicating a shortage of vapor [16–18]. The calculation formula for S is
given by Equation (1) [19]:

S =
PV

Psat(T)
(1)

The critical nucleation radius of the particle can be calculated using Equation (2) [20]:

r∗ =
2σs

(Mlvl/NA)kB·T· ln(S)
(2)

where r∗ is the critical nucleation radius of the particle, σs represents the surface tension
(N/m), Ml is the molar mass of the liquid (kg/mol), vl is the specific volume of the liquid
(m3/kg), NA is Avogadro’s constant (approximately 6 × 1023 /mol), kB is the Boltzmann
constant (1.38 × 10−23 J/K), T signifies the temperature in Kelvin (K), and S indicates
the saturation ratio. According to Equation (2), it is evident that the presence of surface
curvature on aerosol particles necessitates a higher equilibrium saturation vapor pressure to
maintain surface equilibrium. Smaller particles exhibiting greater surface curvature require
a greater equilibrium saturation vapor pressure for condensation to occur. Under the same
saturation conditions, heterogeneous condensation may not transpire on the surface of
small-sized particles. This occurs when the vapor pressure within the system is lower than
the saturation vapor pressure on the surface of small-sized particles, thereby impeding
condensation growth on the particle surface. Consequently, the detection efficiency for
small-sized particles is diminished.

cos θ = ϕs·m∞ − τ·ϕl
σs·Rp· tan ϕ

(3)

Equation (3) [21] delineates the functional relationship between particle surface rough-
ness and the contact angle of condensation droplets on the surface. In this equation, θ
represents the microscopic contact angle between the droplet nucleus and the particle, m∞
represents the cosine of the macroscopic contact angle, ϕs represents the surface roughness
factor of the particle, ϕl represents the line roughness factor of the particle, τ represents
the three-phase line tension, RP represents the particle radius, and ϕ represents the angle
between the line connecting the droplet nucleus center to the particle center, and the line
connecting the particle center to a three-phase contact point. Equation (3) indicates that as
the particle roughness increases, the contact angle decreases, which promotes condensation
growth, and subsequently affects the detection efficiency of various particles.

2.2. Experimental Setup

Figure 3 illustrates a schematic diagram of the experimental system used in this
study. Firstly, the particle generator produces the desired polydisperse aerosol particles,
which is then carried by the clean air into the drying tube. The drying tube is filled
with silica, leveraging the principle of diffusion capture to effectively remove moisture.
Silica exhibits a strong affinity for water molecules, ensuring thorough drying of the
polydisperse aerosol particles. Subsequently, the particles pass through a dilution bridge
and enter the differential mobility analyzer (DMA). The dilution bridge is composed a
filter and a valve. The filter prevents particles while maintaining a supply of clean air.
The dilution ratio can be regulated by adjusting the valve resistance, thus controlling the
particle source concentration. The mixing chamber promotes turbulent mixing, ensuring a
uniform distribution of particles. Additionally, a bypass fitted with an additional filter is
connected to maintain flow balance. The DMA selectively separates particles of specific
sizes, transforming the polydisperse aerosol particles into monodisperse aerosol particles.
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Ultimately, the monodisperse aerosol particles are simultaneously directed into the self-
developed condensation particle counter (BH-CPC), the TSI aerosol electrometer (TSI-
AE3068B, TSI Incorporated, Minneapolis, MN, USA), and the TSI condensation particle
counter (TSI-CPC3775) for measurement. The connecting pipes of the entire experimental
system are constructed from polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) with a carbon impregnation
base [22].
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2.2.1. Particle Generator

The experiment employed two types of particle generators: an atomizing aerosol
generator and a micro-combustion aerosol generator (MiniCAST).

The atomizing aerosol generator (model: AG-21, Shanghai Aoxuan Measurement
Technology Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China) demonstrates the capability to produce diverse
particles using various solutions. Initially, compressed air is introduced into the generator
through micro-holes, generating a jet-like airflow used to atomize the liquid for aerosol
generation. Coarse particles are redirected upon collision with the generator walls and
recirculated, while fine particles are expelled through the top outlet of the generator. This
process results in the production of sub-micron-sized aerosol particles [23].

The MiniCAST (model: MOD6204C, Jing Ltd., Zollikofen, Switzerland) generates
carbonaceous particles through diffusion flames in the pyrolysis process. Within the
generator, the chemical reaction between the fuel and oxidizer is deliberately left incomplete.
The quenching airflow at a specific flame height extinguishes the upper flame, preventing
further participation of the carbonaceous particles produced by the diffusion flame in
the combustion process. Consequently, a high concentration of particles is generated
within the combustion chamber. Furthermore, the quenching airflow ensures the stability
of the particles production process and suppresses the condensation of carbonaceous
particles in the particle stream [24]. The MiniCAST offers flexible operational parameters,
enabling control over the particle size range, morphology, and organic composition of
the carbonaceous particles. It also exhibits high stability and reproducibility [25]. The
morphology, organic carbon composition, density, and Raman spectra of the carbonaceous
particles generated by the MiniCAST closely resemble those of aviation soot [26], making
it suitable as an aviation soot generator [27]. Moreover, collecting carbonaceous particles
from aircraft engine exhaust necessitates complex and costly facilities [28–31], making
it practically unfeasible to replicate in a laboratory setting. Therefore, the present study
utilized MiniCAST-generated carbonaceous particles as a viable substitute for aviation soot.
In the experiment, Minicast generates polydisperse carbonaceous particles with a center
diameter of 26 nm, as illustrated in the probability distribution shown in Figure 4. These
polydisperse particles will undergo size selection through DMA to monodisperse particles.
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2.2.2. The Differential Mobility Analyzer

The differential mobility analyzer (DMA, model: BMI-DMA2101C, Brechtel Manufac-
turing Incorporated, Hayward, CA, USA) exhibits the capability to selectively segregate
particles according to their specific sizes. The process commences with the polydisperse
aerosol being charged to equilibrium by a radiation source before entering the DMA
through inlet ports. Sheath gas is introduced from the top and mixed with the aerosol
particles. During operation, a negative voltage is applied to the long central column of the
DMA, while the outer shell is grounded, thus creating an electric field within the DMA.
As the aerosol particles descend through the column, they experience a force resulting
from the electric field. This force leads to accumulation of particles with higher electric
mobility near the upper section of the column, while smaller particles gather toward the
lower portion. Particles that successfully traverse the narrow gap at the bottom of the DMA
are effectively screened and separated, while the remaining particles are carried out from
the DMA alongside the sheath gas [32].

The size selection of the DMA is not perfectly monodisperse, but characterized by a
narrow size range, as dictated by the DMA transfer function. Rose et al., demonstrated that
when the sheath gas-to-sample flow ratio exceeds 5:1, the particles screened by the DMA
exhibit perfect monodispersity [33]. Therefore, during the experiment, the sheath gas-to-
sample flow ratio was set to 8:1 to ensure the production of highly monodisperse particles.

2.2.3. The Aerosol Electrometer

The aerosol electrometer is internationally recognized as the foremost standard for
particle counting (number concentration) [34], and serves as the primary instrument for
quantifying aerosol number concentration. The aerosol electrometer consists of a Faraday
cup and a low-current measurement module. When aerosol particles carrying a single
charge are introduced into the sampling inlet, they are effectively captured by a high-
efficiency filter located within the Faraday cup. The interaction with the filter leads to
the release of the particle’s charge due to the space charge effect, consequently generat-
ing a quantifiable electric current. In recent years, notable contributions to the field of
aerosol electrometer calibration have been made by national metrology institutes in several
countries, including China, the United States, Japan [35]. These studies have played a
vital role in advancing the accuracy and reliability of particle concentration measurement,
providing valuable technical support of accurately measuring particle concentration using
an aerosol electrometer.
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2.3. Data Analysis

In the experiment, monodisperse particles of varying sizes were employed, with
diameters of 10 nm, 12 nm, 14 nm, 18 nm, 22 nm, 26 nm, 30 nm, 35 nm and 40 nm. Each
individual data point was recorded at a data acquisition rate of 1 Hz, spanning a duration
of 2 min. The particle number concentration was continuously monitored using a BH-CPC,
while the electric current was recorded using the aerosol electrometer of TSI-AE3068B (TSI
Incorporated, Minneapolis, MN, USA). The particle number concentration can be obtained
from the Equation (4) [36]:

NE =
I

neQE
(4)

where NE represents the number concentration of particles measured by the aerosol elec-
trometer, I denotes the electric current measured by the electrometer, n represents the
elementary charge of each particle, e represents the fundamental charge of an electron (i.e.,
1.6 × 10−19 Cb), and QE represents the flow rate passing through the aerosol electrometer.
It is worth noting that the elementary charge of each particle is assumed to be equal to
1. This assumption is based on the fact that in this study the particles with the diameter
smaller than 50 nm are primarily capable of acquiring a single charge within the aerosol
neutralizer [37,38].

The determination of the CPC’s detection efficiency is computed as the ratio of the
number concentration measured by the CPC to the number concentration measured by the
aerosol electrometer, as illustrated in Equation (5):

DE =
NC
NE

(5)

where DE represents the detection efficiency, and NC represents the number concentration
measured by the CPC.

The evaluation of the CPC’s detection efficiency involves the computation of the mean
and standard deviation in the detection efficiencies for each data point. This process is
carried out through the utilization of Equations (6) and (7) as follows:

DE =
DE1 + DE2 + · · · · · ·+ DEt

TDE
(6)

SDE =

√(
DE1 − DE

)2
+

(
DE2 − DE

)2
+ · · · · · ·+

(
DEt − DE

)2

TDE
(7)

where DE represents the average detection efficiency, DEt represents the detection efficiency
at time t, SDE represents the standard deviation in the detection efficiencies, and TDE
represents the recording duration in seconds. Given the sampling frequency of 1 Hz, the
recording duration TDE is equal to the total number of data points for the detection efficiencies.

The comparison assessment of the CPC detection efficiency for aviation soot and cali-
bration particles is conducted by employing both absolute deviation and relative deviation.
This procedure is accomplished through the application of Equations (8) and (9) as follows:

∆ = |DEm − DEs| (8)

ε =
∆

DEs
(9)

where ∆ represents the absolute deviation, DEm represents the detection efficiency for avia-
tion soot, DEs represents the detection efficiency for calibration particles, and ε represents
the relative deviation.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Verification of Detection Performance of BH-CPC

Due to uncontrollable parameters such as the working temperature of commercial
CPCs, a self-developed condensation particle counter (BH-CPC) was utilized in this study.
Before studying detection efficiency deviations in aviation soot and calibration particles,
the response performance and counting accuracy of the BH-CPC underwent thorough
validation. Figure 5 illustrates the results of the BH-CPC response performance test. In
Figure 5a, the raw voltage signals of particles measured by the BH-CPC are displayed, while
Figure 5b presents the normalized particle number concentration. Before the experiment,
the particle number concentration measured by the BH-CPC was reduced to zero using
a filter. Subsequently, at a specific time (0 time in Figure 5), the filter was removed to
allow particles to enter. For this experiment, sodium chloride particles with a diameter
of 50 nm, were chosen as the test particles. Figure 5a reveals that after the introduction
of particles, the first particle voltage signal appeared approximately 2.2 s later, followed
by a gradual increase in the density of particle voltage signals. Figure 5b presents the
particle number concentration with an interval of 0.1 s calculated using the particle voltage
signals in Figure 5a. The results indicate that the particle number concentration initially
remained close to zero, gradually increased after 2.5 s, and reached a steady state after 4 s.
The particle number concentration was fitted using the Boltzmann function, revealing that
the detection efficiency of the particle number concentration by the BH-CPC reached 95%
at 3.7 s. This indicates that the response time of BH-CPC used in this study is 3.7 s. Notably,
the response time is shorter than the 4 s response time of the TSI-CPC3775.
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Figure 6 illustrates the counting accuracy test of the BH-CPC. In Figure 6a, the real-time
measurement results of both the BH-CPC and TSI-CPC3775 are presented, while Figure 6b
provides the counting fitting results between the two instruments. Prior to conducting the
experiment, a short conductive hose was used to connect the sampling inlet of the BH-CPC
and TSI-CPC3775 in parallel, and a filter was employed to ensure that both instruments
exhibited zero counts. Subsequently, the filter was removed to introduce particles. For
this experiment, carbon soot particles generated from the burning of mosquito coils were
selected. These particles originate from an unstable combustion source, resulting in a wide
range of particle concentrations. Figure 6a indicates that the initial particle concentration
was relatively high. After approximately 10 min, the mosquito coil was extinguished,
resulting in a decrease in particle concentration. At approximately the 30 min mark, the
mosquito coil was reignited, leading to fluctuations in the particle number concentration,
ranging between 10,000 and 50,000 P/cm3. Overall, the counting variations in the BH-CPC
and TSI-CPC3775 exhibited consistent trends. Figure 6b demonstrates a linear fitting of the
counting results between the BH-CPC and TSI-CPC3775, and the red line from Figure 6b
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represents a regression line. The slope of this red line is 1.03. The closer the slope of this
red line is to 1, the smaller the counting error between the two instruments. The R2 of this
red line is 0.9859. The closer the R2 of this red line is to 1, the higher the similarity between
the regression line and the original data.
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3.2. Comparison of Detection Efficiency between Aviation Soot and Calibration Particles

The morphology of aviation soot and sodium chloride particles was investigated
using a scanning electron microscope (SEM, model: Quattro S, Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Waltham, MA, USA). In the experiment, carbon soot particles with the median diameter
of 26 nm were generated with the MiniCAST. Sodium chloride particles were generated
by aerosolizing a sodium chloride solution with an aerosol generator. To collect these two
types of particles for observation, a atmospheric single-particle sampler (model DKL-2,
Qingdao Genxing Electronic Technology Co., Ltd., Qingdao, China) was employed to
deposited them onto separate 3 × 3 mm single crystal silicon wafers. The sampling process
lasted approximately 20 s for each sample. To ensure the reproducibility of the experimental
results, we initiated particle collection roughly 2 min after the particle generation device
had stabilized. Figure 7 presents the SEM observations of the aviation soot and sodium
chloride particles collected during the experiment. In Figure 7a, the SEM image of sodium
chloride particles is displayed, while Figure 7b presents the SEM image of aviation soot
particles. The results indicate that sodium chloride particles exhibit a nearly square shape
with a relatively smooth surface. In contrast, aviation soot particles are composed of several
or hundreds of primary spherical-like particles, forming agglomerates, chains, or branched
structures, with a relatively rough surface.
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The number concentrations of aviation soot and laboratory-calibrated sodium chloride
particles were determined using the experimental system illustrated in Figure 3. During
the experiment, the particle number concentration was maintained below 10,000 P/cm3

by adjusting the dilution ratio of the dilution bridge, thus mitigating the influence of high
concentrations on particle detection efficiency. The DMA controller was set to maintain a
constant sheath flow rate of 12 L per minute (LPM), resulting in a sheath-to-aerosol flow
rate ratio of approximately 8:1, surpassing the threshold of 5:1. This ensured a narrow
size distribution of the classified particles. Subsequently, particles with sizes ranging from
10 nm to 40 nm (10 nm, 12 nm, 14 nm, 18 nm, 22 nm, 26 nm, 30 nm, 35 nm, and 40 nm)
were sequentially classified by the DMA and introduced in parallel into the BH-CPC and
TSI-AE3068B instruments. The BH-CPC operated at a flow rate of 0.36 LPM, while the TSI-
AE3068B maintained a flow rate of 1 LPM. The particle number concentration measured
by the BH-CPC served as the measured value, and the particle number concentration
obtained through charge inversion in the TSI-AE3068B was regarded as the standard value
for comparison.

Figure 8 presents the experimental results depicting the detection efficiency of BH-CPC
for different particle sizes of aviation soot and sodium chloride particles. Within the size
range of 10–40 nm, the detection efficiency for both aviation soot and sodium chloride
particles exhibited a gradual increase with larger particle sizes, indicating a consistent
overall trend. However, it is noteworthy that the detection efficiency of sodium chloride
particles displayed a noticeable deceleration in the rate of increase beyond a particle
size of 18 nm, whereas the detection efficiency of aviation soot continued to exhibit a
more pronounced upward trend. Furthermore, in the particle size range of 10–14 nm,
the detection efficiency of aviation soot was generally lower compared to that of sodium
chloride. In the particle size range of 18–22 nm, the detection efficiency of aviation soot
was similar to that of sodium chloride. In the particle size range of 26–40 nm, the detection
efficiency of aviation soot was generally higher than that of sodium chloride. In the particle
size range of 10–40 nm, the measurement errors for sodium chloride vary, with a maximum
of 3.6% and a minimum of 1.3%. In the case of aviation soot, the measurement errors range
from a maximum of 3.9% to a minimum of 1.1%. Larger particle sizes demonstrate smaller
measurement errors when compared to smaller particle sizes.
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Figure 9 presents the statistical analysis of the detection efficiency deviation between
the two types of particles shown in Figure 8, namely aviation soot and calibration particles
(sodium chloride). In terms of relative deviation, the detection efficiency of aviation soot
and sodium chloride particles showed the most substantial difference at approximately
10 nm, while the smallest difference was observed at approximately 18 nm. However, in
terms of absolute deviation, the detection efficiency of aviation soot and sodium chloride
particles exhibited the greatest difference at approximately 40 nm, while the smallest
difference occurring at approximately 18 nm. These results indicate that within the particle
size range of 10–40 nm, both aviation soot and sodium chloride particles exhibit notable
deviations in detection efficiency at both small and large particle sizes.
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3.3. Impact of the Operating Temperature on Detection Efficiency for Aviation Soot

Section 3.2 highlights significant deviations in the detection efficiency between aviation
soot and laboratory-calibrated particles. To mitigate the impact of this deviation on practical
measurements, this section investigates the influence of the operating temperature of BH-
CPC on the detection efficiency of aviation soot.

The operating temperature of BH-CPC primarily refers to the temperatures of its
saturation section (TS) and condensation section (TC). Figure 10 illustrates the results of
the detection efficiency for aviation soot by BH-CPC at varying TS values, ranging from
the calibrated temperature of 50 ◦C to a non-calibrated temperature of 40 ◦C, while TC
remains constant at the calibrated temperature of 10 ◦C. Across various TS settings, the
detection efficiency for aviation soot gradually increases with the particle size. However,
as TS decreases, the detection efficiency for aviation soot also decreases, particularly for
smaller particle sizes. In the particle size of 18 nm, the detection efficiency decreased by
4.3% from 50 ◦C to 45 ◦C, and by 59.5% from 45 ◦C to 40 ◦C. When TS is set to 40 ◦C, the
detection efficiency of aviation soot within the range of 10–14 nm is almost zero. Within the
size range of 10–40 nm, the measurement errors for aviation soot vary from a maximum of
3.9% to a minimum of 1.1% at TS of 50 ◦C. When TS is set to 45 ◦C, the measurement errors
for aviation soot range from a maximum of 3.0% to a minimum of 1.0%. When TS is set
to 40 ◦C, the measurement errors for aviation soot range peak at 4.2%, with a minimum
of 1.0%.
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Figure 10. Detection efficiency of aviation soot at different saturation section temperatures (TS).

Figure 11 presents the results of detection efficiency for aviation soot at different TC
values, ranging from the calibrated temperature of 10 ◦C to a non-calibrated temperature of
20 ◦C, while TS remains constant at the calibrated temperature of 50 ◦C. Across various TC
settings, the detection efficiency of aviation soot gradually increases with the particle size.
However, as TC increases, the detection efficiency of aviation soot decreases, particularly
for smaller particle sizes. In the particle size of 18 nm, the detection efficiency decreased by
7.7% from 10 ◦C to 15 ◦C, and by 60.7% from 15 ◦C to 20 ◦C. When TC is set to 20 °C, the
detection efficiency of aviation soot within the range of 10–14 nm is nearly zero. Within the
size range of 10–40 nm, the measurement errors for aviation soot vary from a maximum of
3.9% to a minimum of 1.1% at TC of 10 ◦C. When TC is set to 15 ◦C, the measurement errors
for aviation soot range from a maximum of 3.7% to a minimum of 1.1%. When TC is set
to 20 ◦C, the measurement errors for aviation soot range peak at 2.4%, with a minimum
of 0.3%.
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3.4. Discussion

Based on the experimental results from Sections 3.2 and 3.3, it is evident that there is a
significant disparity in the detection efficiency between aviation soot and calibration parti-
cles (sodium chloride). This disparity can lead to a performance gap between industrial
field measurements using CPC and experimental calibration. Additionally, the variation in
the CPC operating temperature has a noticeable impact on its detection efficiency. When
the saturation section temperature decreases from 45 ◦C to 40 ◦C or the condensation
section temperature increases from 15 ◦C to 20 ◦C, the detection efficiency of small-sized
aviation soot can decrease by up to 60%. To investigate whether adjusting the operating
temperature can mitigate the detection efficiency deviation caused by particle characteris-
tics, a comparison was conducted between aviation soot and calibration particles (sodium
chloride) at different operating temperatures. Figure 12 illustrates the results of detection
efficiency deviation for aviation soot at varying operating temperatures, specifically high-
lighting the temperature conditions where the detection efficiency is non-zero within the
10–40 nm range.
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Within the particle size range of 18–40 nm, the relative deviation in the detection
efficiency of aviation soot is relatively small for all three temperature combinations. The
combination with a saturation section temperature (TS) of 50 ◦C and a condensation
section temperature (TC) of 10 ◦C exhibits the highest relative deviation. For a particle size
between 10 and 14 nm, the relative deviation in the detection efficiency for aviation soot
is significant for all three temperature combinations. The combination with TS of 50 ◦C
and TC of 15 ◦C shows the largest relative deviation. Overall, within the particle size range
of 10–40 nm, the temperature combination of TS at 45 ◦C and TC at 10 ◦C results in the
smallest deviation in detection efficiency for aviation soot. These indicate that appropriate
adjustments of TS and TC can bring the detection efficiency for aviation soot closer to that
of the calibration particles.

4. Conclusions

This study presents a quantitative analysis of the deviation in detection efficiency for
aviation soot compared to calibration particles in a condensation particle counter, while also
analyzing the influence of working temperature on this deviation. The results of this study
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reveal significant differences in surface roughness between aviation soot and calibration
particles, resulting in noticeable variations in detection efficiency. Aviation soot displays
agglomerated or chain-like structures, featuring a surface rougher than that of sodium
chloride, which possesses a square-shaped structure. In the range of 10–40 nm, the absolute
deviation in the detection efficiency of both particles can reach a maximum of 0.15, while
the relative deviation can reach a maximum of 0.75.

As the saturation section temperature (TS) decreases or the condensation section
temperature (TC) increases, the detection efficiency of aviation soot gradually declines. In
the particle size of 18nm, a decrease in TS from 50 ◦C to 45 ◦C results in a 4.3% reduction
in aviation soot detection efficiency. With a further decrease in TS from 45 ◦C to 40 ◦C,
the detection efficiency of aviation soot decreases significantly by 59.5%. In comparison
to the calibration temperature (TS = 50 ◦C, TC = 10 ◦C), the detection efficiency at a TS of
45 ◦C exhibits smaller absolute and relative deviations. At this temperature, the detection
efficiency of aviation soot closely aligns with the efficiency calibrated using experimental
sodium chloride. It is feasible to correct for deviation in detection efficiency by establishing
a functional relationship between the operating temperature and calibration temperature.
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